Dosimetric comparison of brachyablation and stereotactic ablative body radiotherapy in the treatment of liver metastasis.
We compared the dosimetry of brachyablation (BA) and stereotactic ablative radiotherapy (SABR) in the treatment of liver metastases. Treatment plans for 10 consecutive liver metastasis patients, treated with SABR, were replanned for BA. BA treatment was planned using five 12 Gy fractions to the same planning target volume (PTV) used for SABR. Dosimetric parameters were compared using a Student's paired t test. BA and SABR plans had similar mean volume receiving 100% of the prescribed dose (94.1% vs. 93.9% of PTV, p = 0.8). Mean volume receiving 150% of the prescribed dose for BA was 63.6%, whereas for SABR it was 0. The minimum dose to the PTV was 65.8% for BA, whereas for SABR it was 87.4% (p = 0.0002). Liver volume receiving ≥15 Gy was similar for BA and SABR (278 vs. 256 cc, p = 0.3). Small bowel mean dose, as percent prescription dose, was higher for BA (10.8% vs. 7.1%, p = 0.006). Stomach mean dose was similar (4.9% vs. 4.8% of prescription dose, p = 0.98). Right kidney mean dose was greater for BA (6.7% vs. 4.2%, p = 0.07). BA leads to a higher target dose, similar dose to organs at risk, but potentially with lower target coverage compared with SABR. Further work is needed to determine ideal suitability for mono vs. combination therapy with this approach.